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434 COLONIAL LATIN AMERICAN HISTORICAL REVIEW SUMMER 2000
Sahagun and the Transition to Modernity. By Walden Browne (Norma1:
University of Oklahoma Press, 2000. xii + 260 pp. Notes, bibliograph_,
index. $34. 95 cloth.)
Franciscan friar Bernardino de Sahagun ( 1500-1590) is best kno\\n
for his general history on things of New Spain. This work, says Waldm
Brown, should be entitled Historia universal de las cosas de la Nueuz
Espana. The basis for this assertion is a badly mutilated title page of tle
Tolosa manuscript, a copy made of the book after it arrived in Spai1.
However, his contemporary and friend, Fray Geronimo de Mendieta, wroe
that Sahagun called the treatise a calepino (calepin), which would minutey
analyze the Nahuatl language now being corrupted by its mixture wih
Spanish and the Spanish "barbarisms" adopted by the Indians.
Browne's lively and provocative book will undoubtedly be que,
tioned by Sahagun scholars. In the first part of his study he plays the devif s
advocate and challenges the recognition given Sahagun as the "father >f
modern anthropology," as "Renaissance humanist," and as a practioner of a
modern "ethnographic methodology." He also qualifies the confiscation >f
Sahagun's magnum opus. As concerns the last question, Alonso de Zona
wrote in 1585 that he had been told that a written copy of the treatise was n
the library of San Francisco de Mexico.
Granted that Sahagun was not a modern-day scholar, he still seens
more "modern" than Lewis Henry Morgan or C. S. Coon, who more recen y
believed in subspecies. Moreover, while one can agree with Browne that it is
"nonsensical to associate Renaissance humanism with any coherent (a1d

